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Well you all know that
Spring Break is
approaching God its
probably the only thing
thats keeping us going
But what want to
stress is that you make it
safe break
Spring Break is time
to let loose and relax have
fun and party But
please party safe
This doesnt mean you
cant have fun Just
remember to designate
driver when drinking and if
you dont or friend
doesnt call cab or
another friend
There are certain times
of the year when the in-
cidence of alcohol-related





season and in June around
the time high school
seniors hit the beach
Remember that its not
just youtre life youre putt-
ing in jeopardy when you
drink and drive youre
putting the lives of the
people in your car in
jeopardy too
You are also jeopardiz
ing the lives of innocent
people possibly infants
and children who happen
to be on the road at the
same time as you
So many times we hear
on the news that family
by Jennifer Driscoll
Once again let me ex
tend my greetings to
everyone from Scotland It
is so beautiful over here
despite the rain that always
seems to be hanging
around have been keep-
ing myself amused
can already hear the
questions that are inside all
of your minds Exactly
what are you doing over
there Jenn Well let me
first reassure all ofyou that
what have been doing is
perfectly legal have no
intention of getting myself
arrested Once in
lifetime is enough thank
You
Well at the end of
January went to this little
club and saw the band Live
play They were excellent
heartily recommend that
if anyone gets the chance
was killed by drunk
driver Or that child was
playing on his front lawn
and car swayed off the
road and struck and killed
him It happens much too
often As many times as it
happens thats too many
really dont under-
stand the mentality of the
people who say only
had few drinks feel
fine can drive These
most often are the people
staggering out of party If
you cant even walk what
makes you think you can
drive
Alcohol weakens your
reflexes You cant react as
quickly as you normally
could When you drive
you have to be aware of all
of your surroundings You
have to be able to either
stop or quickly swerve out
of the way safely if child
runs out into thestreet
You cant do this if
youve been drinking No
one can Those who think
they are superhuman and
can do this are DEAD
wrong Some of the most
famous drunk driving
stories involved athletes
who had very quick
reflexes And some of
those athletes are not
around to regret their ac
tions
just waifl to make you
think Youve heard all the
slogans seen all the PSAs
Friends Dont let Friends
go see them They are
worth every penny The
place that saw them in
was not that big and
stood two inches away
from the guitar player not
knowing at the time that he
was the guitar player He
was really cute too Well
guess that is the story of
my life So close hut vet
so far away
My friend and
decided to do spur of the
moment trip to Dublin
Thafs Ireland folks just in
case any ofyou dont know
your geography Anyway
it was fantastic Dublin is
great city think that
have rain curse attached
to me It seems to rain
wherever go But more
to the point the Guinness
is excellent in Dublin It is
so fresh that it takes 45
minutes for the head to
Drive Drunkli Think
before you Drink etc
Now ask What are you
going to do about it Are
you going to become one
of the statistics Are you
going to cause someone to
be one of the statistics
FIl leave you with one
last thought How would
you feel if you got phone
call one morning that
loved one was killed in
car accident Later you
found out the driver of the
other car had BAC of
.28 which is above the
legal blood alcohol content
After going to trial you
find out that this person
had been caught under the
influence twice before but
was only put on probation
How would you feel
Fm sure you wouldnt
be too happy with the jus
tice system but wouldnt
you also be very angry
with that driver How could
he do that over and over
again Because of him/her
your family member or
friend is dead
Just think akout that the
next time you think you
can get into car after
youve been drinking
Youre family might be out
on the road that night too
settle Ahhh love Gum-
ness when it is that fresh
did have some ran-
dom experiences in Dublin
The Hostels in Dublin are
really nice must adniit
that was really surprised
at that The one that we
stayed in had coffee shop
in it and on Saturday night
it had some live entertain-
ment which was really
nice after coming back
from the pubs The place
was packed on Saturday
night but on Sunday night
it was dead
We had this huge room
to ourselves until this
weird Irish guy came in
My friend had already
passed out was up he-
cause was the unfortunate
one suffering from bed
spins So as result
was the one who got her
ear talked off It wasnt
Dear Lane
Dear Lane
My best friend recently
lost her brother in car
accident involving drunk
driver She is really having
hard time Fm not sure
how to help her She goes
to different college so
dont get to see her that
much Is there anything
could be doing to help her





thing you can do for your
friend is to let her know
that you care about her and
want to be available to her
for support This can be
accomplished by calling
her sending card offer-
ing to help her with
responsibilities etc Then
let your friend tell you
what would be helpful to
her In other words offer
support but do not impose
In crisis it is really im
portant to beip the person
find small ways to regain
sense of control in his/her
life
You might ask your
friend if she would like to
talk about her loss Listen
without judgement Allow
her to express anger and
outrage at the unfairness of
how her brother died
Remember there is no way
to go through an ex
perience like this and not
feel tremendous pain Dont
feel you need to take away
her pain This would be
unrealistic but rather be
with her as she experiences
it
Finally be kind to
yourself Accept your
limitations and reach out to
your own support systems
if you begin to feel over-
whelmed by the magnitude
of this tragedy Your friend
is lucky to have good
friend like you
IF YOU HAVE QUES
TION OR CONCERN




WRITE TO HER C/O
BEAVER COLLEGE
COUNSELING CENTER
ground floor Heinz Hall
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bad experience but isnt
one would care to repeat
again
must admit that while
was in Dublin did keep
rone eye peeled in the
hope that Bono the






alas he did not or if he
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We love District II









that they shared while they
spent the weekend in
Kitchner Ontario
The journey included
leaving Beaver College at
445 a.m yes thats
A.M with one Beaver
van and two student ears
Students arrived at
Grady said that he is
addressing this problem by
making sure that proper
training procedures are




said that they didnt know
that recycling program
exists
Students need to be
informed about what is
going on This can be
done through posters
newsletters and by SGO
senators having meetings
with dorm students said
Martin
This Grady admitted is
Millersville University after
eating bagged breakfasts
only to board bus
chartered for Canada
There were total of
three buses chartered for
Canada and students spent
approximately ten hours on
the bus with students from
other schools like the
University of Delaware and
Morovian College The
buses arrived on the even
ing of Friday February 24
and the students were
bound to stay until Sunday
morning February 26
The trip which had
been anticipated for
months turned out to be
everyones first trip to the
one of major problems
with the existing program
think that this is
important because there is





Some of the steps the
college is taking is working
with representative from
BFI to come and give
pointers about how we can
improve costumer service
to the college Grady said
Combined with the
waste hauler the college
plans to publicize the
program better by working
University of Waterloo the
home of this years Student
Alumni Association SAA
District II Conference The
theme Exploring New
Horizons certainly rang
true with regard to the
location and the experience
of the conference itself
Ontario accepted the stu
dents with open arms
through its friendliness and
welcoming smiles
The Conference itself
consisted of District II
Cheer-Off where Beaver
College rocked the house
with school spirit and
creativity Other entertain
ment included hypnotist





At the last meeting
said Grady physical plant
told the SGO members
what programs exist
Physical plant members
listened to suggestions and
concerns of the student
body about the recycling
program
To improve the current
recycling program SGO






the student run club
In addition to all the
fun and great times some
work and brainstorming for





club awareness and keep
ing in touch with Alumni
Co-President Chris Thomas
commented It was very
exciting to be able to bring
together sixteen Beaver
students watched us
grow as team and we are
now ready to accept the
new challenges of the fu
ture
The journey was long
cont from page








on the future of the
recycling program One
year from now hope that
the program is publicized
and that the college
community is educated
about the recycling
program and that quality of
recyclable containers are
also improved he said
Hopefully the program
will also increase in
one but certainly well
worth it As an added
bonus the trip home in
cluded pit-stop at the
awe-inspiring Niagara
Falls The memories and
bonds of friendship that
were created will last
lifetime and the students
will certainly incorporate
their experiences to im
prove SAA and its role in
Beaver College For more
information about the Stu
dent Alumni Association
please contact the Alumni
Office in the basement of
Kistler or call ext 2160
volume of recycled goods
to include other recyclable
materials said Grady
This is good news for
Carr who would like to see
the recycling program
expanded to include other
materials
The less that people
get involved the worse
everything gets Even one
person contributing helps
said Can
do what can but
its up to everyone and
everyone has their own
responsibility to recycle
said Carr
Faculty Spotlight Dr Wells
by Mike Davis
Nine transcripts and
two years of working two
jobs and attending college
full time is very difficult
way of getting degree
It almost killed me--I
didnt do anything else
said professor Helga Wells
M.A of the Beaver
College Foreign Language
Department
For the past two years
Wells has taught German
course at Beaver and two
Spanish courses at Temple
University all the while
attending Temple as full-
time student
That hard work is
paying off By the end of
this spring Wells will have
completed her Master of
Arts degree in Spanish lan




Dr Carol Klein chair
of Beavers Foreign Lan
guage Department gives
Wells great deal of
credit for attempting her
Masters in Spanish later in
life
Wells is not without
critics Some students
claim that Wells is some
times hard to follow in
class and takes getting used
to However nearly
everyone praises her at
titude towards students
can actually learn
from her said sophomore









Wells interest in for-
eign languages began at
13 when her father moved
the family from the US to
Gcneva Switz land
where he taught college-
level English during 6-
month teaching stint there
Wells attended an interna
tional school in which
English was spoken but
the school required stu
dents to take two languages
other than English
She chose Latin and
French French is the
predominant language
spoken in Switzerland and
thus began lifelong study
of foreign languages
pon returning to the
States Wells continued to
eain French while picking
up German as well Wells
said she decided to study
German because her family
background was German
although the language was
not spoken at home Her




major with two years of
high school foreign lan
guage studies behind her
She remained undecided as
to whether to pursue her
degree in German or
French until her junior
year
That year was spent
studying in Germany at the
University of Freiburg
By the end of the
year was dreaming in
German literally she
said
crosses border for conference
To Recycle or not to
to Dr Wells rnxny yers to receive hei Masters




what the new requirements
are and how it will effect
their classes and possibly
graduation dates
According to Jablon
the new requirements will
force her to either take at
least one course over the
summer at cost of $800
or to return to Beaver in
the fall for an extra
semester Neither option
makes her particularly hap-
py
person senior majoring
in Biology Mary is in-
volved in many activities
She says she likes to be
busy though because she
likes being around people
and getting involved with
them
Mary has been an
Orientation Leader for
three years and this past
year she was the recipient
of the Maude Faran Award
for being an outstanding
OL
Mary says that receiv
ing this award Hmeant tot
to me because felt like
made an impact and that
people recognized me
Mary also said she had
lot of fun being an OL
because it gave her the
chance to help make the
freshman feel at home
here
She is also actively in-
volved in the Student
Alumni Association SAA
She held the position of
secretary of SAA her
junior year and this year
she is the vice-president of
the group
in addition she is
working on the Senior
Class Gift Drive which is
curriculum count towards
the new
Jablon claims that the
Communications Depart-
ment doesnt seem to have
grip on how the new cur-
riculum will affect seniors
and juniors
On the other hand
Jablon and other students
say they have been able to
see the positive aspects of
the program The new
program is concentrated
towards the major whereas
the older program was
more diverse but less











The Gift Drive is con
nected with the Annual
Fund of the College
Along with other students
Mary is trying to raise the
awareness of the seniors to
how important it is to give
to the Annual Fund
She is trying to set up
personal solicitations from
the seniors in an attempt to
commit students to give 5-
year pledges
She says she under-
stands how hard it is for
seniors to plan what they
can give for the next five
years as many of them are
unsure ofwhat will happen
to them after graduation
But she feels it is still im
portant for them to give
what they can to the school






Depending on the con-
centration chosen by stu
dent classes in video
photography journalism
and creative writing or
business are also necessary
Courses taught by other
departments of the college
have been all but





tions papers and projects
completed through all
levels of the program as
well as thesis-like project
during the senior year
Deshpande also has
ideas involving the Tower
WBVR campus radio and
revival of the now-
defunct Communications
contribution will insure that
their degree will be worth
more in the years to come
What will Mary be
doing upon graduation in
May Currently she is
waiting to hear from the
Physical Therapy schools
she has applied to
Ifthat doesnt work out
FIl try to get job work-
ing in lab or something
would really like to go to
PT school here at Beaver
College community in her
four years here at Beaver
and the impact she has had









encouraged to join one or
more of these clubs
Deshpande said he may
try to obtain credits for
students who participate by
declaring work for these
clubs acceptable as corn-
munications practicurn
kind of internship
Credits would amount to
two for each of the or-
ganizations the student is
involved in
In addition certificate
from the department would
be awarded to participants
as well as listing of these
activities on the students
transcript Beaver does not






was held on Saturday
March from p.m to
a.in The theme this year
was Midnight Rendez
Vous
The event was held in
the Castle as it is every
year Students and their
guests were treated to
night of dancing and feast-
ing in an atmosphere
created to produce the
colors of midnight navy
blue dark green and deep
purple
This year instead of
the engraved glasses that
are usually given out as
party favors Residence
This is being added to
make students more attrac
tive to employers and give
them practical experience
of what they might do in
the real world said
Deshpande
Deshpande will meet
individually with all senior
and junior communications
majors to iron out kinks
these students will face in
finishing their requirements
and graduating
So where does this
leave Jablon and other
communications students in
leave Jablon and other
communications students in
similar positions
With the help of the
administration they will
find way to graduate
And the new program will
benefit new
communications students
for years to come
Hall Council which plans
and runs the Cotillion
decided to give engraved
picture frames
RHC president Kathy
Kremis said that they opted
for the picture frames this
year because this way
students will have someth
ing to hold their pictures
in The glasses were nice
but they often just sit
around and collect dust
Tickets were sold out
for the event and ap
proximately 200 students
and guests showed up
Kathy said the dance went
well and she gives it two
Communications Department
cont from ptge
can be substituted for old
at Deshpandes discretion
This has left many cur-
rentjunior and senior corn-
munications majors scram-
bling to find out exactly
Jablon left wtli the
dil nina of what to take
from the old curriculum
and what to ub titute from
the new She says that
many juniors and seniors
are trying to figure out
what courses from the old
Student Spotlight Mary Deom
by Michell Maier
er roo ates
describe her as flash
because they rarely see her
sit down They say she is
always running somewhere







member of the womens
imported from other
basketball team here at
schools
Beaver for the past four
years She was Captain
this past year In the last
game of the season Mary
scored three-pointer
which was very exciting
for me she said
love this place and
dont want to leave Mary
said would not have
gotten so involved if
didnt love this place as
much as do Marys has
contributed much to the
thumbs up
In the long run their











Helen Mirren The Mad
ness of King Geoie





















Record of the year All
Wanna Do Sheiyl Crow
Album of the year MTV
Unplugged Tony Bennett
Song of the year Streets
of Philadelphia Bruce
Springsteen
New Artist Sheryl Crow
Pop vocal female All
Wanna Do Sheryl Crow
Pop vocal male Can You
Feel the Love Tonight
Elton John
Pop vocal duo or gmup
Swear All-4-One
Pop album Longing In
Their Hearts Bonnie Raitt
Rock vocal female Come
To My Window Melissa
Etheridge
Rock vocal male Streets
of Philadelphia Bruce
Springsteen
Rock vocal duo or gnnip
Crazy Aerosmith







The Shaw shank Redemp
tion




RB male When Can
See You Babyface
RB duo or gmup Tll
Make Love To You Boyz
II Men
RB album Boyz II
Men
Country vocal female
Shut Up and Kiss Me
Mary Chapin Carpenter
Country vocal male
When Love Finds You
Vince Gill
Counhy vocal duo or
gnup Blues for Dixie
Asleep at the Wheel with
Lyle Lovett
Country album Stones in
















woman whose family is
traumatized as she battles
alcoholism Andy Garcia
is her ever-devoted hus
band This is nothing like
Megs done before--a tri











and his mother in an od
dball Oedipal situation
With Jeremy Davies and
Alberta Watson Comedy
The Silence of the Hams
Goofy spoof of The
Silence of the Lambs
think the title says it all
everyone Starring Billy




Juliette Lewis in Oliver
Stons controversial sort-of
satire about violence and
the media and how they




Martin Sheen and Kyle
Agent Cooper
MacLachlan in fact-based
tale of military man
who in 1947 announced
that the government had
found downed flying
saucer then recanted



















Well its that time of
year again--the National
Academy of Arts and
Sciences has picked this
yeas nominees for the
Oscar Awards to be
presented on March 28th
All names in bold are my








Madness of King George
Paul Newman Nobodys
Fool















splendid eve for allTigertones make
by Jessica Sher hear the
beautiful har
to monies of these ten men
Princeton Universitys all-
all wearing Ivy League
male cappella singing
button-down shirts and
group visited Beaver once
slacks
again for fabulous eveft- Songs ranged
from ol
ing on Friday March
dies such as the Mamas
and the Papas Californja
Tigertones third ap-
Dreamin to the classic
pearance at Beaver since BrowxFEyed
Girl by Van
the spring of 1991 when Morrison and even
they were first invited by touched
the 193Os with
then-senior class president Cole Porters In the Still
Lee Heisman of the Night
The GrandHallofthe The Princeton
Castle as well as the bal- Tigertones are from
all
conies brought students over the country
the
and staff members alike Midwest Massachusetts
New York the South and
one hailed from London
accent and all
hope that Beaver in
vites this incredibly
talented group again its
definite must-see fot
everyone Even if youre
not sure you like cap
pella the humor and
warmth generated by these
guys in song and story is





by Jessica Sher The break down of
The 37th Annual Gram- major awards is as follows
my Awards Show was held
Whats new on video
in Los Angeles on
Wednesday March 1st
Top winners included
Sheiyl Crow Boyz II Men
and Bruce Springsteen for
his elegiac rock song
Streets of Philadelphia





won two awards one for
best RB album and the
other for best performance




of Philadelphia won to
tal of four awards But the
artist of the night was
former backup singer for
Don Henley who was al
most unheard of year
ago--Shetyl Crow Crow
took home the female pop
vocal best new artist and
the most important of the







Alone he stands on the
apex of cold mountain
chain He is tall
lanky character with
porcelain skin and knowing
eyes His curly beard
peppered and creme tickles
his dimpled chin Grey
hooded thick material fills
his frame touching the
center of his cloak and
matching shoes He holds
golden staff with dignity
in his right hand The
fingers of his opposite
hand follow the form of
the lanterns handle He
offers the lamp up to the
heavens It contains six-
pointed star The path
below benefits from the
light The sky bland al
most dark does not sug
gest season or conditions
climatically Who is this
stately solitary
Why are his surroundings
without color or fragrance
or other signs of humanity
He is the Great
Hermit He is associated
with the astrological sign
Virgo which is ruled by
the planet Mercury Virgo
is thought to be detail-
orientated analytical and
pristine in approach to life
Mercury is intellectual and
pragmatic The numeral
nine is the cosmic number
belonging to the searching
hermit Nine is the tripled
Her decision to pursue
German language degree
was sealed Wells received
her B.A in German from
Boston University then
continued with graduate
studies there earning her
Masters degree in 1964
It was great time for
foreign language jobs






nunister She left the job
at Lycoming it was the
only full-time position of
her career after three
years and began moving




truth the mystical number
It brings together the
physical intellectual and
spiritual worlds Three
intersecting triangles is the
shape best describing nines
concept In understanding
the Tarot we derive more
meaning from the symbols
Some of the symbols in the
Hermit are the Seal of
Solomon or the Star of
David within the lantern
This is the higher and
lower unconscious and
conscious qualities peace
fully co-existing The light
is the spirit which al
ways love The wand is
symbolic of the phallus or
thunderbolt as sources of
energy and fertility as well
as being linked to the
world axis The mountains
help us realize our quest to
ascend of our need to
meditate to become aware
of our higher self Moun
tains in the distance imply
the embarkation upon the
journey to wholeness
Barren landscapes are
devoid of love and affec
tion The Hermits beard is
white meaning age and
with age comes wisdom
The primary colors are
grey yellow and gold
Grey is the center of
polarities between black
and white It takes on the
qualities of both They are
love which is being in the
She lived in York Pa
and taught at York College
before moving on to Suf
folk County Community
College on Long Island
and other locations




teacher for little over 30
years said Wells But in
Philadelphia she found
little available work in
German Everyone was
taking Spanish
Wells had only taken
one year of college
Spanish Bur she was
determined to teach
Spanish on the collegiate
level
At about the sane time
she began taking co rses in
light and dark that which
is without knowledge
Yellow is happiness or
coming to fulfilled state
and gold means richness of
soul sharing internal joy
through information
We posed the question
previously in the writing as
to why the colors were so
stark The holy Hermits
journey is devoid of the
brighter spectrums and
stirring fragments as they
serve to distract us from
the true reality When the
Hermit card is focal point
in reading it becomes
clear that the querant is in
need of solace They must
seek another avenue and
travel to their own value
and truth It is not to sug
gest that others that have
experienced similar valley
and adventures cannot be
of use Certainly wisdom
comes from listening and
internalizing others
lessons However
meditative stance is indi
cated Detach and take in
and like one who needs
oxygen to breathe the
knowledge will allow you
to be the loving truth-





Spanish she landed part-
time job at Beaver teaching
German
Wells took Spanish
courses wherever she could
at her level As it turned
out she would end up
taking one class per
semester each course being
added to her record from
different college just
called around to the area
colleges asking what
courses they had on my
level said Wells
Taking the required
courses was extremely dif
ficult She had to work the
courses she took around
her teaching schedule at
Beaver She utilized
public transpoltatlon to get
to hLI classes at each of
the nine colleges she at
may vary These elements
which correlate to the four
elements of the Minor Ar
cana are as follows
The elements from







pentacle sword and cup
The four cardinal direc
tions east south west and
north
Jungs four psychologi
cal types intuition sensa
tion thinking and feeling
The four substances in
alchemy mercury salt
sulfur and water
The four letters of the
divine name of God in
Hebrew the Tetragramma
tion Yob Heh Vav and
Heh
The four worlds or
planes of existence of the
Cabbalists the archetypal
world the world of crea
tion the world of forma





The four beasts of the
Apocalypse or the Vision
tended
Eventually Wells
managed to acouire the
right number of courses at
the correct levels to qualify
for entry into Temple
Universitys Spanish





munity college and several
other locations
She now finds herself
one comprehensive exam
away from the completion
of Masters degree in
Spanish language from
Temple University
After her two years of
of Ezekiel lion bull man
and eagle
NOTE The number ten
and the court cards
describe the onset of
thought planting the seeds
and manifestation or ac
tion of thought
ABOUT ELENA
This spring Elena has
some workshops in the of
fing The workshops will
address such topics as
Stress Management and
the Tarot Guided Im
agery through the Major
Arcana and tentatively
scheduled Understanding
the Tarot through Move
ment More information
as to the location time and
costs will be made avail
able soon
CONCLUSION
If you are spending too
much time and energy into
the actions and words of
others its sign that you




kind of for yourself You
deserve it The gift to
yourself doesnt have to be
costly or extravagant Al
so the courtesy to yourself
should never be at the ex
pense of another So be
good to you and God B-
less
while taking full couse
load and putting her
daughter through Temples
undergraduate biology
program Wells wrapped up
her coursework in the
spring of 94 All that
was left were five com
prehensive examinations in
different aspects of
Spanish literature and lan
guage
In the fall of 94
Wells taught one class in
German and one in Spanish
at Beaver while studying
for her exams She passed
the first four On the last
she ran into trouble
The exam was on
Medieval Spanish Litera
ture didnt read the
orit on page
























Lately you seem to feel
like you are playing second
fiddle to someone else in
your life Other people or
things are taking them
away from you leaving
you feeling lonely and
neglected Have talk
with this person and let
him or her know how you
feel You cannot expect
others to be proficient in




You think you are such
loner but deep down in-
side you know that you
need people in your life
Life will be very lonely
unless you let others inside
that wall you have built
around yourself Ifyou are
scared because you are
afraid of getting hurt let
that fear be your incentive





Big changes in your life
are looming on the horizon
changes that will affect not
only your life but also the
lives of those who care
about you Unfortunately
there is nothing that you
can do about these im
minent changes and there
is no real sense in worry-
ing about them because
there really ispt anything
that you can do to prevent
them Try and roll with




People keep trivializing the
things in life that are most
important to you Either
that or they forget how
much these things mean to
you People can be pretty
ignorant sometimes but
often they come around If
they really care then they
will realize that you have
your reasons for placing
importance on these things
just as they have their
reasons for holding on to
the things that are precious
to them
Aprii20 Mcy 20
Why are you always
down on yourself You
possess wealth of
qualities that many other
people would love to have
and all you seem to do is
believe that you are
loser If you do not see
your good qualities who
will Try to believe in
yourself and ifothers dont




You may think that no one
cares about you but you
would be surprised Even
people that you have hurt
in the past still care about
your well-being and your
happiness They might not
tell you so but they do
And they are watching to
see that your life is filled
with all the happiness and
love that you deserve
4tcer
Jvte22 -July22
Sometimes you think that
you know people that you
know who they are and
what they are capable of
However lately cir
cumstances have
demonstrated that you cant
really be sure who anyone
is and what they are liable
to do Be caretul for
sometimes we tend to
ignore warning signs that
are really cries for help
Leo-
July23 -At22
Sometimes you feel like
you do so much for other
people but they never do
anything in return for you
Everyone feels used every
now and then Just be
conscious of why you do
things for others Is it be-
cause you genuinely want
to do it or because you
want something out of the
other person Motive can
be big reason for why




Its time to cut the strings
with the past Someone or
something is holding you
back causing you undue
amounts of stress someth
ing that you definitely do
not need right now
Lighten your load and
dump the baggage Youll
walk lot taller and be




Someone in your life is
taking up lot of your
time and causing you to
neglect your other obliga
tions and responsibilities
Regardless of your feelings
towards this person try to
keep in mind the goals you
have set for yourself You
will only come to regret
that person later on if you





Even ifyour life is riding
roller coaster you still put
up the facade that everyth
ing is fine and you are in
control That facade has
caused you to be the
person everyone turns to
when their life is out-of-
control Shatter that image
that others have of you
You are strong person
but vulnerability is some-




Of course you care what
other people think of you
but sometimes you let what
others say about you rule
your life Who cares what
other people think It only
really matters what your
opinion is about the things
you do in your life So tell
people where they can go






Turn It On Turn It Up
review of Marvin the ibum by Frente
by Jennifer Carpenter
Frente is dehghtful
little band from New
Zealand and their debut
album Marvin the Ibum
is just as charming as the
band itself
You may be familiar
with their hit Labour of
Love and their acoustic
version of New Orders
Bizarre Love Triangle
but Frentel has variety of
creative jazzy pop tunes
under their belt
The band has played
numerous clubs in
Philadelphia and has
received very good reviews
from critics had the op
portunity to see them in
concert this past fall
They played at the
Tower theater with Frank
Black and the headlining
group They Might Be
Giants Knowing me
was there for the Giants
and could care less for the
other two bands Well




Simon Austin made silly
combining sugary swee
vocals with jazzy upbea
tempos












gestures at the audience
while singer Angie Hart
glided through her cute
songs After their perfor
mance had to but their
album
Every song on this al
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Men/Women earn up to
$480 weekly assembling
circuit boards/electronic
components at home Ex
perience unnecessary will
train Immediate openings
in your local area Call 1-
602-680-4647 Ext 02C
Dr Wells
book she admitted She
didnt pass the test
Wells explained that
each course required read-
ing 20 or more books No
one could possibly read
them all and so students
were forced to play
guessing game as to which
book the test would be
based on
HI still feel fortunate to
have passed the other
four she said
One exam required
three times as many books
as the one which Wells
didnt pass She lucked out
and chose the right book
for that test
Colleagues describe
Wells as very enthusiastic
and dedicated to teaching
Professor Steven Tippett
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She sacrificed lot to
get an advanced degree
said Tippett He also
praised her as friendly
bright full of energy
and enthusiasm which
comes across to students
Wells has very busy
life outside of her language
studies and teaching She
is serious amateur
violinist in the local Old
York Road Symphony in
Abington She has played
in community orchestras
for many years
While she had to drop
her position in the Sym
phony during her years of
graduate studies at Temple











the March of Dimes
Its the first the biggest
and the best Its
WalkAmerica 1995 and
wre celebrating 25 years
on the road to healthier
babies with the South-
eastern Pennsylvania
Chapter of the March of
Dimes during the 25th an-
niversary of WalkAmerica
on Sunday April 23
More than $769 million
has been raised over the
past 25 years for Americas
mothers and babies Walk
for someone you love and
help make the next 25
years even healthier Call
Jeff Ewing Beaver
Collegs team captain at
ext 4044 for information
and walk for someone you
love
vengeance She described




you practice hard but
dont get paid for it
She is also active in the
church of which her hus
band is pastor She says
she has certain obligations
to the church congregation
due to her husbands posti
tion
She is also very proud
of her daughter who is
now married and doing
biochemistry work in Penn
Stats graduate biology
program
Dr Klein said that
having daughter in
college and taking courses
herselfgives Wells teach-
ing edge
It helps her relate--she
has first-hand knowledge
of students lives and shs
very empathetic with stu
dents said Klein
According to colleagues
and students alike Wells is
always prepared to go the
extra mile for students
staying after class to
answer questions and meet-
ing specially with students
when more extensive work
and discussion are required.
Klein said Wells is
great human being with
real concern for others and
students best interests in
mind She never gives up
on student she said
Wells commented that
learning languages is very
complicated--four different





and one faculty member
will give up their Spring
Break to help low-income
families in Maryland
Sara Keener Dannielle
Eirich and Suzanne Kinard
are going to Cumberland
MD to perform construc
tion work to restore old
homes which will be sold
to those who are less for-
tunate
These three ladies
should be commended for
their generosity and good
lIt
reading and writing
Wells said she tries to
create diverse activities in
her classes so students get
experience in all four of
these aspects The way
she sees it college courses
give little time to develop-
ing reading comprehension




try to get students doing
more things said Wells
According to students
and colleagues her teach-
ing methods should ensure
her continuing success in
teaching German and
Spanish at Beaver
Perspectives from the Scottish side
coat frornpage2
did he was unrecognizable
This past weekend
saw Weezer play live at
the same place where saw
Live play hate to say it
folks but they sucked Of
course this is just my
opinion but really
thought they bit the big
one Save your money and
buy the CD if you really
like them that much That
way you dont have to
waste your time seeing
them in concert
School is going well
think Classes are just
plodding along the same
way they do at Beaver
think that students are
basically the same no
happen to be in
As sit here in the
computer lab thinking of
all the things could talk
about kind of wish that
could make some comment
on whats going on around
Beaver Fm not saying
that regret being here
because dont truly
thought that would say
this but actually miss
good old Beaver College
Ugh what has come over
me Am getting
sentimental in my old age
Please will someone help
me get rid of that feeling
Maybe should just close
my eyes and think of
That should do the trick
Well 11 guess that is all
the news for now hope
everyone is doing well
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Cruise Ships or LandTour companies
Worid TraveL Summer and Fu1iTime
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necessary For more information
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matter what country they love it here never Beaver cafeteria food
Internet offers many
programs to students Bedi
said E-mail the most
popular allows students to
write and receive letters to
and from friends and rela
tives all over the world
Other programs such as
Gopher and Links allow




Starting in the fall of
1995 Beaver will begin
Weekend College Program
aimed at offering people
with heavy work
schedule the chance to
finish their degree
The new program is
limited to offering BA in
Business Administration or




allows the college to log
onto similar systems all
over the world
MTP another program
allows students to transfer




For an academic sett
ing students are able to do
research and get inform
tion he said Also if
student needs an article for
research paper it can be
acquired over the Internet
Bedi also discussed the
programs overuse by stu
dents
Students are coming in
every day he said
Some students spend the
whole day talking to
friends and sending mail
and lot of their time is
wasted
Security is another wor
ry
of the Internet program
Adding Internet and
other such programs means
added security to the
Colleges computer system




users the College has
resources management To
qualify for the program
prospective students must
have either sixty credits or
an Associates Degree
The classes will be held
every other weekend on
Friday nights and Saturday
mornings and afternoons
Students may take up to
nine credits per semester
Both full and part-time
faculty will be involved in
the program teaching core
classes like English litera
ture English composition
and music as well as the
required business classes
The college will also hire
an advisor to assist the
weekend students
According to Dr Nancy
Allen the Associate Dean
of Beaver College the
program is limited to
business degree simply to
test interest in the
Weekend College It may
expand depending on the
programs popularity
Will the added classes
extend the parking
telling students about the
Internet because they are in
direct contact with the stu
dents he said
Instructors can also ask
students to do research
over the Internet for
classroom projects
The Internet program is
for the Beaver College
community and if inter
ested in logging on contact
Parambir Bedi to sign up
Once signed up com
puter consultants will
provide instruction on how
to use the program
Students who have
modem for their personal
computers are also eligible
problems to the weekend
the only time when it is
possible to find parking
place Dr Allen offers her
assurance that this will not
be the case due to the
limited class offering and
the fact that most students
and faculty leave campus
for the weekend
It seems the only
problem associated with
the program may be the
idea of getting up on
Saturday morning to attend
class
Beaver Coleee Vol ii No








This semester the com
puter labs at Beaver are
jam-packed with students
because of the current In-
ternet program Beaver College is hold-
The Internet program ing its semi-annual blood
began in the fall of 1993 drive on April 11th and
when the College received 12th
National Science Founda- The drive will be held
tion NSF grant to fund from to on
the program Tuesday and between
Although the program p.m and p.m on
is up and running there Wednesday in the Kuch
has been an increased in- Recreation Center
terest among students in As an added advantage
This student is sending messages across th Faculty staff ad-
the last year free software is offered to country via BedvPr College
internet ho
uj ministration and students
Last year only 50 stu- students along with are encouraged to sign up
dents were enrolled in the magazine and newspaper program called Fire Wall more by instructors to donate on one of these
program but this year 350 articles according to Beth that works as security Instructors should stail days
students have signed up system while students are Appointments are
said Parambir Bedi As- using the Internet recommended as opposed
sociate Professor of Com- The College does not to walk- ins so that the
puter Science want to wait for problem days can run more smooth-
Students are coming in to happen and then take the ly Walk-ins will be ac
daily to sign up for the steps said Bedi commodated after those
program and the word is Commenting about the who have signed up for
spreading fast according to future of the program Bedi time
Bedi said that the College hopes Appointments can be
to get another program made through the Student
added to Internet called Affairs office Call ext
World Wide Web 2933 for more information
Under this system win
dow options with file
screens will replace the
current system of text
based characters It is the
same information but
much nicer to use
Bedi would also like to
see the program promoted











enough of people saying
that the Tower sucks
If you dontt like it
come to the meetings and
do something about it
At each meeting at
tendance dwindles We are
now working with five
regulars and three of them
are editors If you have
something to say say it to
my face You can read the
staff box you know who
am--who we are
It isnt easy to put
together newspaper con
trary to
what most of the
population thinks Espe
cially with the few people
who are willing to help
We start by trying to
figure out what should go
in each issue We have our
regular items but we also
try to find newsworthy
items Since we are on
campus without major hap
penings that is hard to do
We also have the lack of
personnel to go out and
find these stones If more
people were involved Im
sure we could get more
information But we cant
do EVERYTHING
We can only put out to
the community what we
are given We can only do
so much How many
editorials do have to
write to make you under
stand this Everyone has
time to complain about the
quality of the newspaper
behind our backs But no
one has the courage to tell
us face to face or to write
signed letter to us or to
do something about it if
we told you once we told
you thousand times to
write in and tell us what
you honestly think and we
want you to be specific
After the staff
brainstorms for these story
ideas we then have to as
sign them Since there are
so few willing participants
the editors are assigned
sometimes four and five
articles apiece
We are students too
We have full course load
some of us have inter
nships and we all have
jobs This is an activity
that is supposed to be fun
But it no longer seems like
it joined the staff in my
Freshman year because
thought it would be fun
like to write And it is fun
But it hasals.ob.ccm
overwhelming for us all
Once the articles are
written they must be
handed in by deadline
Then the page editors must
type each article into the
computer This could take
days And because we are
always receiving articles
ads and news releases we
are always typing things in
Then the articles have
to be edited for clarity
punctuation spelling style
and accuracy This means
articles must be read AT
LEAST two or three times
by page editor then AT




always have time to read
and reread everything that
many times
This results in some
mistakes--mistakes that
could be avoided if we had
larger staff
After the editing
process we have to
manually lay out the ar
ticles and photographs
This is done by waxing the
backs of the articles and
pasting them very carefully
onto layout sheets This is
the most grueling and
tedious of all tasks It takes
lot of time and energy
The equipment we use
isnt always at its best
either
Sometimes well find
that we have too few or
two many articles after
weve begun the layout of
the newspaper This means
having to rearrange the
pages by removing the
waxed articles and repast
ing them
The layout is done by
the same people who write
and edit the articles as you
can see by the staff box
We dont have separate
layout staff From start to
finish we are there
This editorial probably
will not open anyones
eyes The problem on this
campus is that the students
are lazy The apathy on the
Beaver College campus is
apalling have never seen
so many unmotivated
people in my life
Everyone is ready to com
plain if they dont like
something But they arent




those people when we
needed them If they have
so much time on their
hands that they could put
that newsletter out why
dont they come to our
meetings or ask to write an
article for the Tower
The fact of the matter
is that people like to com
plain Many people are not
happy unless they are com
plaining They will think of
anything or anyone to com
plain about if we didnt
put out the next issue of
the paper people would
complain Wheres the
Tower But when we do
put it out they complain
anyway
us9




If you want to continue
seeing newspaper at
Beaver College you have
to get involved You dont
have to come to all of ou
meetings All you have to
do is make phone call
Ask us if we have story
for you to cover or give us
story
ideas If your club
has something to say tell
us if you hear news on
campus tell us We are
small we cant be
everywhere all the time
Saying you want to be
involved does not commit
you for life You dont sign
away youi soul Interested
students do not have to
write for every issue But
they aie e\pccted to hand
in the stories they agree to
writcon ti nie
Art students should
look into the layout side of
putting together
newspapei It can be very
rewarding With their help
we can make the Tower
more visually stimulating
There are many sides to
putting newspaper
together-not just writing
Participating in such an
activity will bring you
many rewards after gradua
tion
Take it from someone
who knows When you
leave Beaver College to go
out into the real world and
get job employers are
going to want to see what
you have to show for your
four years here Im not
talking about grades They
want to see how involved
you were
They will want to see
The editorial In the
Dark from The Tower was
brought to my attention
and feel the need to
respond and enlighten the
student body as follows
Charlie Hagerty was
Supervisor of Maintenance
He had very high stan-
dard towards the work
ethic that If students and
parents are paying such an
amount in tuition then
they deserve top shelf
security and comfort
He put Beaver first
above family and friends
He did not receive any cx-
tra monetary rewards for
the hours he put in as he
was salaried but gleaned
much pleasure in job
well done
He never complained
about the middle of the
night calls when dorm
heat went low Never was
function cancelled in the
Castle because of lack of
light The parking lots
vvere always checked on
since he would peruse the
grounds at night
Never was shower
worked on while female
was taking shower in the
next stall not door not
repaired to room for days
leaving the poor girl
without security The com
puter room was maintained
so that even if the air con
ditioning did need repair it
was only slWt down for
minimal time
He knew that you could
not satisfy everyone all of
proof of ins oh ed you
wei lie art communica
tions and english students
know that upon graduation
they need portfolio of
their work The way to ac
quire this is to get yourself
published
You would be amazed
at how much emphasis an
employer places on ex
tracurricular activities
especially the ones dis
played in your portfolio
Writers photographers and
artists should consider this
When you go for your
first job interview and your
potential employer asks
you if you were involved
in the newspaper or radio
yearbook literary club
depending on your
profession he or she may
the time but he tried Of
course there were times
when Mother Nature would
decide to strike the cam-
pus by lightning and
people were incon
venienced to degree until
all was right
The strike caused by
humans was long and hard
Charlie with few good
men kept the campus
functioning even through
the severe snows of 94
Then ServiceMaster
was brought in Charlies
concerns as to where he
stood were answered by
the President with
Whatever is good for the
College
Then for about six
months they picked his
brain lie had not had
vacation in so long and he
couldnt even take day
off
ServiceMaster would
call him for advice at all
hours Right before
Christmas they told him he
was not needed He was
unemployed Shades of
Scrooge Can you im
agine our Christmas
Nothing is more soul-
wrenching than to be
replaced by an inferior
service for the love of
money He in his naivety
felt the College would





ask you wly you weren
What will you say to that9
Being involved on cam
pus can be just as impor
tant as doing well in your
classes Employers want
well-rounded involved
people It shows them that
you are go-getter and you
are willing to work hard on
many projects sometimes
at the same time
think it is disgrace
that the level of apathy has
grown to such an extent on
college campuses in the
1990s
To the students who are
involved in various or
ganizations and have not
given in to their apathetic
surroundings commend
you To everyone else
feel sorryjcLy
Viewoints
Letter to the Editor
Are you getting what
you pay for
Viewpoints
Alcohol and other drugs survey results
93% ofstudents believe
the average student on
campus uses alcohol once
week or more often
66% of students drink
used alcohol in the past 30
days
37% of students mdi-
cated that they would
prefer no to have alcohol
available at parties they
attend
32% of students believe
the average student on this
campus uses some illegal
drug once week or more
often
8% of students are cur-
rent marijuana users have
used in the past 30 days
2% of students are cur-
rent users of other illegal
drugs other than marijuana
in the past 30 days
35% ofstudents binge
had or more drinks at
sitting in the previous two
weeks
37% reported some
form of public misconduct
such as trouble with
police fighting/argument
DWIIDUI taken sexual
advantage at least once
during the past year as
result of drinking or drug
use
24% reported some
kind of serious personal
problem such as thought
about or tried to commit
suicide been hurt or in-
jured tried unsuccessfully
to stop using at least once
during the past year as
result of drinking or drug
use
41% of students got
nauseated or vomited
10 78% of students said





FROM THE RESULTS OF









am distressed at the
recent attack and it cannot
be called anything but an
attack on the current
leadership of The Tower
by few individuals who
put together The Tunnel
an April Fools parody of
the College newspaper
While the piece was
entertaining in its portrayal
of noted Beaver ad-
ministrators and campus
events it went too far in
assau1tin the dedicated
students who devote valu
able time ensuring that
Beaver College has stu
dent newspaper




the publishers of this
other newspaper harshly
criticized the look and con-
tent of The Tower They
are entitled to their
opinion but they must be
held accountable for their
accusations that Tower
staff have barred interested
students from participating
To the contrary several
notices have appeared in
the Beaver College
13u
It takes long hard
hours to publish
newspaper of any size and
this years dedicated Tower
staffshould be commended
for their perserverence and
accomplishments The
newspaper evolving and
staff members have made
strides to improve it since
September
The time has come for
the students of Beaver
College to decide what
dont think its good
idea because classes are
already getting bigger and





If we increase enrollment
we will need more dorm
rooms because everyone




is better for our Collegs
status as the rest of the
collegiate world views it
and ittll mean more money
for the College and in-
evitably lower our tuition





The College should let
more people in because it
will make life more inter-




Letter to the Editor
TIME
Agt 1982
cant help but ask why
the authors dont write for









get an assignment and
then TURN IT IN ON
situation The
editorial is so well v.5555 FRIENDS DONT LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
otTanspofltofl
What do you think about
increased enrollment
Ifs good for the school
and bad for the students
Features
Student Spotlight Betsy Barkus
by Michelle Maier SADD stemmed from Delta Pi the international
personal experiences that honor society in education
There probably are very she has had with intoxi- when she was junior
few people on this campus cated drivers People The Education Department
who dont know Betsy dont realize how much of nominated Betsy for the
Barkus Described as huge epidemic drunk Senior Disc Award which
personable talkative and driving isH she said is awarded at Commence
energetic Betsy had made Seeing that there was ment
her mark at Beaver over no SADD here at Beaver What is her secret
the past four years Betsy sought to make one Get involved she says
Betsy hails from Sick her freshman year At There are so many
lerville New Jersey al- first it was an un$unded leadership and membership
though she currently organization By her opportunities available on
resides in an apartment in sophomore year Betsy had campus believe that part
Glassboro New Jersey led the group to gaining of the college experience
when she is not on cam- national affiliation The extends beyond the book-
pus organization applied for work It is built by the
P.rhaps the to most funding at the end of contacts you make with
profound contributions Betsyts sophomore year lye other people and the ex
Betsy has made to the and they attained it for the periences you have
College are her two years following year to know them outside of presently interviewing for The whole college ex
serving as Resident As- Betsy is also the Busi- the context of being an positions perience is what you make
sistant RA and being the ness Coordinatoi and instructor she says and An impressive list of of it she says know
founder of the Beaver Treasurer for The ug the have had many professors honors will follow Betsy that am not leaving here
chapter of Students Against campus yearbook was here that have exemplified when she leaves Beaver as the same person that
Drunk Driving SADD involved with yearbook to me what an effective She was selected to be in was four years ago Betsy
Speaking of her ex- when was in high school teacher should be Whov Who Among Sin- has grown as person
perience as an RA Betsy and just kept with it she Betsy is currently slu deni in tnccw Colleges through her in-class and
feels that It has been one says dent teaching with eighth cuul Iniversilies this year out-of-class experiences
of the best things have An elementary/special grade special education At the Honors Convocation and she will leave piece
done have met people education major Betsy has students that are emotional- in March Betsy won The of her behind when she
that otherwise would not special interest in work- ly disturbed and learning Horace Woodland leaves next month SADI
have met and have found ing with socially and emo- support students Upon Memorial Award in Educa- is perhaps her biggest and
out lot about who am tionally disturbed children graduation next month she tion Last year she won will be the longest lasting
as person and what my While at Beaver Betsy has believes that prospects are The Lawerence Curry contribution that she will
limitations are established close rapport good that she will hae Memorial Scholarship She leave with Beaver
Her interest in starting with her professors got job teaching as she is also was inducted into Kappa
by David OBrien
Have you ever
wondered what ajob in the
field you are studying is
like If you have then
you should check out the
Career Shadowing Program
which is offered through
Beavers Career Services
Office
Maybe youre unsure of
what kind ofjob you want
Maybe you havent even
decided on major yet
The Career Shadowing
Program can help you
decide on your career
choice by showing you
what it is like to work in
certain field What better
way is there to see what
working in the real world
is like than to actually





them open young minds to
the possibility of
someone to spend day
working in the field of
your choice All of the
mentors participating in the
program are either Beaver
alumni or their parents and
are eager to help Beaver
students
Not only is the program
good way to get insight
on what your job might be
like but it is good way
of making connections for
possible future employ-
ment Networking is con-
sidered great way of gett
ing job leads and the
Career Shadowing Program
is good place to start
According to Cara
Gunther graduate student
who helps coordinate the
program good number of
students have already par-
ticipated in the program in
fields ranging from
advertising to teaching
Those who have par-
ticipated agree that the
program is definitely
worthwhile opportunity to
gain insight to their careers
plus make valuable connec
tions for future job pos
sibilities
So there you have it
chance to spend the day
with someone who is ac
tually working in the field
you are considering
chance to find out if that
job is really you chance
to make connections for




ou want is right for youFind out if the job
knowledge And you
aspiring lawyers out there
just think about spending
day with someone who is
really working in the field
maybe even getting to
observe someone during an
actual trial Sorry but
think the OJ trial is out of
the question
The Career Shadowing
isnt just for would-be
teachers or lawyers Its
for everyone from accoun
tants to writers Sorry
but the list of fields was
given didnt go up to
although wouldnt be
surprised if they have
something available in the
zoology field ifyoure real-
ly interested
How does it work
Any interested Beaver stu
dents can contact the
Career Services Center at
ext 2939 to fill out short
form listing your career
interests and your major if
you have one They will
h. \.p
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Beaver Art Gallery is treasure
by Naomi Russakoff
You enter the small
room with its stark-white
walls grey floor angled
wooden beam ceiling
bright lights and faint
smell of paint lingers in the
air
Lining the walls of the
Beaver College Art Gallery
are paintings of various
sizes sculptures and other
large pieces On the floor
there are several pieces of
abstract art
It wasnt always that
way
The gallery has gotten
better over the years said
Paula Marincola the
Beaver College Art Gallery
director since 1988
From its modest
beginnings in the early
70s it has grown in terms
of its reputation and skill
she said
The gallery has
progressed to the point
where Marincola conceives
and organizes six exhibi
tions year with shows of
contemporary visual art in
all media
It is one of the
colleges most significant
assets because of its na
tional reputation for ex
cellence which does lot
to enhance the departments
place in the college and the
larger world said Mann-
cola
Two-hundred to 250
people come out for gallery
openings receptions and
lectures which are open to
all students as well as the
public There is an open
ing for every exhibition
The gallery has sculp
ture painting print
making drawing and in
stallation work which
varies from year to year
Four out of the six ex
hibitions are out-of-house
shows that are organized
for national international
or area professional artists
without any connection to
Beaver College These
shows feature artists
without any connection to
the College
Carolyn ilealy one of
the artists featured in the
exhibition entitled
Closer Look which ran
from January 18 to
February 15 enjoyed work
ing at Beaver and with
Marincola
Healy said that Beaver
is one of her favorite
year
An incredibly broad
audience views the work
on exhibit at the art
gallery students educators
other artists collectors and
members of the general
public
The gallery Marincola









adds touch of class and
culture to the campus
while providing students
with the opportunity to
enjoy art without the
hassles of taking trip into
the city of Philadelphia
she said
Welsh also said that
that they didnt know that
Beaver has an art gallery
or where it is located
Marincola finds this
hard to believe and she
pointed out that the gallery
is listed in the College
Relations press list the
museum and gallery guides
of local papers the nation
al gallery guide that
advertises monthly the
Beaver Bulletin and fliers
that are posted throughout
the campus
Part of the gallerys
mission is to provide stu
dents with the opportunity
to discover what art is and
why it is an important part
of life She hopes the
gallery acts as an integral
part of the community
The majority of visitors
to the gallery are the
colleges art students but
Manincola would like
others to frequent the
gallery
think everyone
responds to art whether
they know lot about it or
not so would like to see
more students she said
According to Mann-




The Social Fabric about
how artists use cloth as
metaphor to comment on
events occurring in the
world
The number of artists
in each exhibit varies
greatly and Marincola said
she is always looking for
new works to display
She said she often
travels to other cities and
galleries including those in
New York in search of
new artists Part of her job
involves being aware of
what is happening in the
art world
The art displayed is
chosen on the basis of
what fits in with theme
what is available and what
will look appropriate for
the gallery space Some
times pieces are borrowed
from other galleries artists
and occasionally from mus
eums
Unlike commercial art
galleries the emphasis here
is not on selling the pieces
but rather on educating
people by displaying the
Marincola does not see
any major changes occurr
ing in the future but she
would like to have an extra
building for more gallery
space Unfortunately there
are no plans for this in the
immediate future
Conversation Partners is ticket to other cultures
by David OBrien
No Beavers Conversa
tion Partners wont send
you on trip around the
world but it wi/I bring the
world to you
The program matches
foreign students who are
iesiding at Beaver with
regular Beaver students
The purpose of the
program is to give foreign
students chance to meet
American students and
make friends at their new
home-away-from-home
As Karen Santiago who
helps coordinate the
program put it Imagine
yourself being in foreign
country and not knowing
anyone
Not only does the
pigram give foreign stu
dents chance to meet
Americans and learn moie
about our culture but it
also gives them the oppoi
tunity to meet students
from other countries and
explore their cultures
without ever leaving
Beaver And it doesnt
cost anything except little
of ones time
When found out that
the program is free
jumped on the opportunity
to meet students from other
countries and learn first
hand what they are like
So of cour came
conversation part icr
ach semester the
piogram holds Piiza Par
ty Plus which Fhis
semester attended my
first Pizza Party Plus
which as its name sug
gests featured pizza along
with music and other
snacks and drinks There
cont on page 11
Beaver and foreign students
exchange cultural ideas
come more professional
even though she doesnt through the addition of
places to display her work know many people who publications program along best possible work
and she is fond of the visit the gallery it is with bringing lecturers to We try to reflect what
creativity Manincola puts positive and beneficial at- the College is going on in con-
into every exhibition traction to offer prospective Its program has been temporary art across
The gallery has also students especially art and enhanced by things like much broader spectrum
grown in terms of its skill design majors exhibition catalogs and and because we dont have
and rcputationhi Marincola Both Marincoa wd mailing ta natianai list tc warsy tour sciling it
said Welsh conceded that the Not all shows have we can do that Marincola
Along with the out-of- gallery seems to have theme Rather some may said
house shows the school problem attracting non-art focus on specific artist Donations help to run
organizes in-house shows students For example in September the gallery Various
These feature the work of However several stu- there was an exhibition on groups local organizations
people associated with the dents said in
interviews an abstract New York and individuals such as
College and this year will painter named Mary
Heil- The Friends of Beaver
feature the work of faculty nan College Art Gallery The
members The faculty ex- National Endowment for
hibition is done every two the Arts and The Pennsyl
years for the part-time vania Council for the Arts
members of the Fine Arts also provide funding
Department
In addition show is
presented by the graduating
seniors at the end of every
iEatiire
History Thesis brings the past alive
by Michelle Maler
To understand where
you are you must know
where you have been And
so even though many
college students feel his-
tory is dead subject it is
essential to comprehending
the world around us today
There are only hand-
ful of students that have
chosen to make history
their major here at Beaver
They are few in number
but deep in perseverance
And the senior history
majors will present their
thesis along with all the
other seniors this April
What exactly does
history major do for
thesis one might inquire
Well they enroll in the
Senior Seminar course in
the fall of their senior year
This class basically reviews
research methods as the
students begin to prepare
their thesis papers
Dr Lloyd Abernethy
Chair of the History
Department says that he
expects students to decide
for themselves on the sub-
ject of their thesis He
encourages them to use
primary sources if ap
plicable to their topic
thesis is an idea or
theme to approach the sub-
ject matter with said Dr
Abernethy DThe student
should think of it as
problem
There are certain steps
and stages that one must
go through in preparation
for thesis First student
must submit proposal of
his or her chosen topic
Then an outline and
bibliography must be sub-
miffed There are frequent
consultations along the way
between the students and
Dr Abernethy
rough draft of the
thesis paper is usually ex
pected to arrive around
February of the spring
semester This is read by
both Dr Abernethy and Dr
Geoffrey Haywood Assis
tant Professor of History
and recommendations are
made for improvements
The final product the
final thesis paper is ex
pected by the beginning of
April The grade student
receives for his or her
thesis is the grade received
for the Senior Seminar
course
In addition to writing
the paper students must
also make six to eight
minute presentation of the
abstract of their thesis
The presentations are what
the students do during
thesis week in April
Senior John Lenthe has
some advice for upcoming
history majors who will be
doing their thesis in the
coming years Begin ear-
ly he says especially
when deciding on your
topic He states that find-
ing subject can often be
one of the hardest parts
about thesis
Continuing education Then and now
By Colleen Curran
In 1960 Jean Furness
finished raising her family
and was now ready to yen-
ture into the world of
college She had spent
almost her entire life
devoted to her family and
now in her late 4Os she
was going to have the time
to get the education she
had always dreamed about
But she was in for
rude awakening
No college or
university would admit her
because the administration
felt people like her were
too old Older students
would be unable to keep
up with the curriculum and
the younger students they
thought Even the teachers
were concerned about the
abilities of those now
referred to as continuing
education students CEs
All wanted was an
education in which was
willing to start on trial
basis If could not do the
work then the college
could expel me The
reasons was given why
was denied acceptance to
most colleges did not make
sense All needed was
the chance to prove
myself said Furness
The feeling among ad-
ministrators at Beaver was
no different Im sure
Beaver also turned the less
traditional students away at
first said Dr William
Biggs 1981 director of
Continuing Education
But in the late 1960s
Beaver saw this as an op
portunity to expand and
develop new student
population
While opening its doors
to all the students the ad-
ministration was initially
unsure of how to handle
them This new student
body consisted mostly of
working adults who would




not sure of their goals but
even if unsure they could
still come to Beaver and
take one or two courses





in light of their time con-
straints in trying to juggle
work family and school
In the beginning the
solution was to keep them
completely separate from
the traditional full-time
students This meant that
the class times and
academic calendars for
each semester were dif
ferent
They were even more
segregated when it came to
the administrative aspects




were established to service
them Unlike the tradition-
al students who were
billed the CE students had
to pay all fees and tuition
when registering And for
the most part they were not
eligible for financial aid
By the 1980s however
these older students had
finally proven that they
were just as capable as the
traditional students if not
better than them The ad-
ministration responded by
integrating them into the
regular classes The stu
dents could now be billed
just like
the others but





come long way since the
initial development of the
Continuing Education
Program said Swan
The program has com
miffed itselfto enhance and
develop any services which
would make the continuing
education students ac
climation and academic
success easier and more
accessible
As the population of
continuing education stu
dents continued to grow
Beaver saw the need to
expand the Adult
Education Program In
1991 Beaver combined the
role of Dean of Continuing
Education with Associate
Dean of the College The
job was now in the hands
of Dr Susan Gotsch
Thomson
The combimng of this
job resulted in the
combining of many more













or part time and ultimately
the Business office handled
all tuition and fees for all





education students is that











nearly 40% of the student
population at Beaver and
the administration hopes
that the percentage will
continue to increase in the
future
am very happy to see
the change in attitude about
older adults wishing to
return to school said
Furness We have lot to
offer im only sorry
never had the opportunity
to fulfill my dream
War and Rememberence
by Donald Trapolsi
Angel fangs and leather wings of blackened carrion
show themselves through the folds of the stained sheet
Sanguine yet flaccid form
Outlined black and breathing in the smoky room
Buried in the Coffin of my bed
Tarnished halo
Seraph of filth and servitude
Identical antithesis
Salute at you leave
Flapping by
Dragging the scent with her
Dusky thighs and Angry Chestnut eyes
The sweatscent of passion and patchouli
Cigarettes and whiskey
Thunder sounds as the blackness erupts
Dragging the blanket of decay
Writhing gibbering convulsing in the sour vapor of
fornication
Tranced and unyielding to the touch
Glazed eyes focused on the black tile
The familiar taste of vomit on the scaly tongue
palate
smile playing on cracked crusty lips
Then the usurpation
cyclone of resentment folly and betrayaL
Starving rats scurry over each other
to engorge on the dripping sputum
erotic strings of drool hanging from idiot spectator eyes
twisting heads and unhinged jaws of hissing vipers
grinding on the bite to savor the venom pumping moment







That pleasant smile immortalized on Kodak Paper
The pain in my heart grows
100k away and see the barren Earih
Habitated by puppets
system no one any longer understands
Intelligence comes from others
wth0t it have no place in our lost world
Af ricans were the slaves 0f slaves
They just lznew they wanted out
Which makes them bjt more understandable
IEveryone plays follow the leader
Not making move unless
SIMON SAYS
Teachers kdl tell us
uWe cannot think for ourselves
hey are so much smarter than us
Arent they
Hearts have turned colder than winter mornings snow
Why
Because we no longer care what it has to say
Pure sols are corrupted each clay
When they learn no one cares what they have to say
Your success is measured by grades and dollars
failure is one h0 fights the normalcy 0f the political world
So next time you d0 what you think is right
judge someone first glance break anothers heart
end something want or seek the approval 0f
wiser person
Tkjk about it is th5 easier than trying to
tree yourseir rrom your nappmess







Isecyou 6utyou cannot see me
Ji41en 6eneath the thawfikfi myseffliave wLwen
You cannot see past tfze Øesigns past the patterns iiast the cofors
Turbuent win6s wfiip tfzrougI on occasion
ln6foran instant
You tfiinyou can see me unrneatfi
But then the win6s di
4ndTnotlling is
there but tfie c1oafonce more
You are unsure fyou realTy saw me
But can see you
can seeyourfzeart your6esires your sou
Wfiy doyou not try anIremove the coafrom me yourse
lreyou afraidTofwfiat you wiltfind afraisitliat you wilTnot ijit
Oram afrai4to etyou remove it
lfraiItliat you wilTno longer want what it is
7fzatyou 6elieve to 6e beneath this cfoa
and dried






Poor self-image is someth
ing that plagues most
everyone at one point or
another whether it be as
simple as Just not liking
photograph of yourself or
as deep as lacking the con-
fidence in yourself to do
something You dont give
yourself enough credit
most of the time Just ask
the people you are closest
to They will probably tell
you all the things about
yourself that you are in-





The moment you give up
looking for something is
the moment that you will
find it You can search
and search but it will
elude you until you finally
exhaust your efforts And
often the very thing you
were looking for for so
long was right in front of
your face all along You






There is specific goal
that you have been work-
ing towards but it seems
that every obstacle under
the sun either has is or is
trying to get in the way of
you achieving it You
need to decide how impor
tant that goal is to you and
the answer to that question
will determine whether or
not you have the sheer
determination to follow




People come into your life
at different times for dif
ferent reasons They are
usually there for purpose
but sometimes when that
purpose is achieved there
is no longer reason for
them to be in your life Ifs
best at that point to let
them go Holding onto
that person will only cause
more pain in the long run
more pain for you and for
that person
Apr2i20 Mc 20
With the rise in tempera-
tures your motivation to
do work has plummeted
All you want to do is be
outside Take the time to
do just that but budget
your time so that you can
allow yourself that
necessity Life is boring if
it is all work and no play
but you wont get very far





You lie your life in fairly
stable manner not really
varying much in your
routines Ifs kind of
boring but thafs OK with
you because you like the
predictability of it Sorry
to say but that life will
soon change as some ele
ment of unpredictability
and surprise will enter it
You never know it might
be kind of fun compared to
what you are used to
44W
Ju.vte22 -Ju.y22
People will talk about you
no matter what you do
Thafs just human nature
Try to stop worrying about
what other peopls percep
tions of you are and just
live your life the way that
you want to live it and in
such way that you will
be happy If they dont
like it or approve of it




In order to know where we
are we must know where
we have been The road
that you have traveled has
been long and arduous
one but it has helped you
develop into the person
that you are now Trust in
who that person is for an
even longer road stretches
before you now and you
need to believe in the
person that you are to




You always used to know
who and what you were
You believed in certain
things about yourself and
about other people Cir
cumstances lately have
completely thrown that set
of beliefs out the window
leaving you dazed and con-
fused It will take time
but these changes will help
you establish new set
one that will exceedingly




The future can be scary
because it is uncertain be-
cause nothing is etched in
stone You have been wor
rying about the future lot
lately precisely because
you are scared of it You
want things to be set in
concrete to reassure you
but that simply is not the
way life works Even con-





You are being pulled in
two opposite directions
right now causing you to
be unsure of what to feel
or what to do Trying to
sort out these two things
only leaves you feeling
even more confused The
best thing to do is probably
just to give it some time
and see what direction




You believe yourself to be
an excellent judge of
character but lately you
completely missed the
mark with someone They
turned out to be entirely
opposite of what you
thought them to be
People are always more
than what they first appear
to he Try not to be so
rash in making judgements
about people you meet in
the future You may be




The sky is bright lemon
yellow Light blue moun
tains range in the hills far
recesses Lush green trees
and firm lighter shades be
come the earths rug in the
center of the card which
requires an introduction It
is the Strength card
We see an ultra-
feminine woman in white
frock belted with red and
sun-colored flowers with
tiny framing leaves The
same flowers cross her
brow and become one with
her blondish wavy hair
Her face pale with
sweep of pink as if blush
ing is so gentle Her eyes
are directed down toward
the beast The beast is
mighty lion
The demure woman
holds the creatures mouth
open and gently lifts his
head back The fierce
animals red tongue rolls
back to the mouth Yet he
does not seem to be of
fended by this position
His immense head with
curling mane and his
strong apricot-colored body
is positioned by the young
womans leg
Before leaving the card
we notice that there is
figure above her head
We feel sense of power
and safety in this card and
at the same time some con
fusion over the scene
Lets analyze the strength
card
The strength card is
associated with the
astrological sign Leo Leo
is ruled by the Sun Leo is
known to be outgoing
courageous magnetic
generous and bold The
Sun is source of great
energy We can enjoy the
noon day Sun and need
the Sun to produce life-
giving food
The Sun can also con
tribute to drought condi
tions and we can be
adversely affected by its
cruelty Leo is also fire
by Elena
element and the Sun and
fire have similar qualities
They have much value but
can be devastating forces
as well
The number eight is at
home in the strength card
Eight is thought and in
tellection the double
quaternity the resurrection
the enclosure the eight
cardinal and intermediate
directions The visual
symbol is the eight-pointed
star the double square or
double cube the caduceus
and the infinity symbol
The primary colors in
the
strength card are as
follows yellow happ
iness red passion and
fulfillment white purity
of mind and spirit orange
tame like the lion to
hue less vibrant and green
relating to the earth
Upon further examina
tion the symbols on the
card provide more insight
The infinity sign above the
womans head figure
eight helps us to become
aware of the higher world
available to us when we
release the egos driving
force of our being The
roses or flowers remind
us of the unmistakable
power of love Roses are
alchemical and mystical
The nature we enjoy in the
strength card offers
promise or fresh starts and
dreams coming true
If the strength card be
come focal point in
reading there is recom
mendation that the querant
needs to face their deep-
rooted fears We can as
humans sabotage our own
successes and happiness by
our blocks When we take
the time and courage to
look within the energy put
into our fears often dis
sipated and we become
masters of our own future
We come to understand
that the fears are
legitimate but instead of
denial or other coping
by Maria laquinto
Well the esteemed
night has finally passed
On Monday night March
27 women in tacky dresses
and gowns men in tuxedos
without ties came together




walked away with an arm
ful
The big winners of the
night were shoe-ins which
only proves to me that life
isnt always like box of
chocolates Sometimes you










Jessica Lange Blue Skies
Best Supporting Actor
Martin Landau Ed Wood
Best Supporting Actiess
Dianne Wiest Bullets Over
strategies we embrace
them moving to more
loving place internally
The strength card offers us
wondrous gift if we are
ready to take it
ESOTERIC CONCEPT
came across an inter
esting quote by Scott
Peck M.D in his book
called Meditations from the
Road The quote says
Saints must sleep and
even prophets must play
It seems to me that in our
every day life with school
work and responsibilities
we often dont take time
out for play Having fun
and enjoying our lives is
an important part of our
spiritual evolution So
today do something you
enjoy
Have fun and God B-
less
ABOUT ELENA












Legends of the Fall








received an honorary Oscar
for his achievement in both
the acting and directing
arenas
Turn It On Turn It Up
Review of Soul Coughings
Ruby Vroom
4nctIie Oscar goes to..
by Jennifer Carpenter
remember one night
was driving home from
work over Christmas
Break It was 11 p.m and
was puttering down Lin
coln Drive in my VW
Beetle with the radio blast
ing to keep me awake It
was then that heard this
song that sounded like
mix between beat poetry




first song off of Soul
Coughings album Ruby
Vroom The entire album




not for everyone but it is
an interesting mix of jazz
with this album try to
derive meanings out of
seemingly nonsensical
lyrics or just groove to
Sebastian Steinbergs
upright bass lines and
Yuval Gabays funky back
beats







fusion and urban futura
Casiotone Nation is
an interesting look at
civilization through the
eyes of the media The
peoples republic of Lake
Edna the peoples republic
of chocolately delicious
Bus to Beelzebub
uses sampled music from
old Bugs Bunny cartoons
to make an analogy
between relationships and
the industrial revolution
Too deep Well you








hosted by David Letterman
and of course he had
stupid pet trick and top
ten list Did you doubt it









professor who winds up at
secret military base to
decode an Egyptian artifact
kown as the Stargate
Steered through time and
space to an ancient
civilization they must face
the powerful Sun God Ra
played by the androgynous





young woman is told
by fortune teller that her
soulmate is gentleman
named Damon Bradley
With her best friend in
tow she travels around the
world searching for him
before the gates of mar





Ray Quick is lured into
helping woman seek
revenge on the Miami mob
family that killed her
parents years ago Now
Ray must find out if she is
falling for him or




Woods Action 110 mm
March 28--Love Affair
The third rendition of
the famous Cary
GrantiDeborah Kerr movie
brought into the 1990s
Two people already
engaged to others fall in
love They agree to meet
in three months time but
she is injured on the way
to the rendezvous and he
assumes she is not going to
honor the commitment
See SleepIes in Seattle
for Warren Beatty is no
Cary Grant Also starring
Warrens real-life wife An
nette Bening Romance
101 mm
March 28--A Simple Twist
of Fate
Steve Martin adopts
baby girl after she wanders
into his cabin one night
As single dad he ex
periences all the joys of
fatherhood but when lo
cal politician
tries to
separate them their bond
grows stronger With
Catherine OHara and


















Does it take at least
five minutes and double
espresso to wake you up in
the morning If you are
one of the morning im
paired then the answer to




Alarm Clock which was
originally invented for the
hearing impaired has be-
come very popular among
students who are notorious
for oversleeping Put the
clock under your pillow
and it will shake you
awake with gentle vibrat
ing motion
Brian Fried junior at
Binghamton University is
late-night person who
doesnt wake easily to the
sound of an alarm
cant begin to tell
you how much its helped
me Fried said of the
clock lent the clock to
somebody else in the dorm
for one night because he
wanted to try It He used
Shake Awake for night
and used his alarm
clock As result of the
exchange Fried overslept
two hours on the day of an
exam
Marnee Firestone
senior at Clark University
uses the clock at the
library
spend lot of time
studying in the library and
would lose track of time
On Sunday April 23
Beaver College students
and employees will put
their best feet forward to
fight MS during the Na
tional Multiple Sclerosis
Societys Annual MS Walk
So far over 25
members of the beaver
college community have
registered to walk as part
of the Team MS program
hope even more people
will sign up for the fun
said team captain and com
muter student Chris Hal
lahan
The Walk will be held
at ten locations throughout
the Delaware Valley The
she said go to the
library do research hang
out and the clock tells me
when need to leave
If the buzzing of your
alarm drives your room
mate crazy then you can
use Shake Awake to wake
up without disturbing your
roommate
Last year Jane
Friedman who markets and
distributes the clock real
ized what benefit the
Shake Awake could be for
students Her son Keith
Beaver team will par
ticipate at the Philadelphia
Art Museum
Heres how the Walk
works Beaver College
students employees and
their families and friends
register for the event as
team They are then
eligible for special prizes
and trophies Awards are
presented for the largest
team the team with the
highest pledge average




who raises $55 will receive
the official MS Walk
shirt Other prizes include
Friedman senior at Clark
University was having
conflict with his roommate
because of their different
schedules She suggested
that he take the Shake
Awake to his dorm and
stick it under his pillow
It saved my life last
year Keith Friedman
recalled There were not
many problems after that
For more information
about the Shake Awake
Alarm Clock call 800
526-0402
sweatshirts and gift certifi
cates
Anyone who wants to
participate should stop by
the Community Service
Office and pick up
registration form The
registration deauline is
Friday April 21 Come
out and join the fun and
help raise money for MS
Put your Best Feet forward to fight MS
WE DONT KNOW ABOUT YOU BUT THIS IS




The University of Rhode
Island Good Five Cent
Cigar
With graduation just
around the corner many
seniors are deciding if they
will go onto graduate
school But it takes more
than diploma to get in
Anyone planning to attend
graduate school must first




require them the GRE
the basic test that schools
use said Herbert Carson
Associate Professor in the
University of Rhode Island
URI Graduate School of
Library and Information
Studies
The GRE test com




and analytical skills that
undergraduate students
should have acquired by
the time they graduate
The test itself is
divided into three parts
verbal math and logic sec
tions Each section contains
some 30 questions that
were formulated by
specialists from many dif
ferent fields The test
scores are three digit
numbers ending in zero
with the maximum score
being 800
The test is given many
times throughout the year
and students are allowed to
take it as many times as
they feel necessary The
cost is $56 for each test
and preregistration is
requi red
uWe look at the test to
see if people are going to
be properly prepared and
able to function at the
graduate school level said
Fay Lipkowitz Associate
Professoi in the JRI
Graduate School of Library
and Information Studies
Graduate schools dont
consider only GRE results
but instead review such




The GRE can some
times be weak indicator
therefore we use it in con
junction with wide varie
ty of other materials said
Vincent Rose Jr URI As





was even the opportunity
to join in on group
dance which did of
course
At the party met my
conversation partners one
from Japan and one from
Argentina also met stu
dents from all over the
world In one afternoon
met more people from
other countries than have
in my entire life For me
person who has never
been able to afford the
luxury of foreign travel it
was like winning trip
around the world
So still havent won
that travel vacation that
youve always dreamed
about9 Check out Beavers
Conversation Partners
Progiam Its great con-
solation prize For more
information on how to join
the program contact Alicen
McCoy at ext 3167 And
you might want to do it
before April 20 which is
the date of the programs
International Reception










The Challenge for this
and all generations to
come At this point in
history no nation has
managed to evolve into
sustainable society We
are all pursuing self-
destructive course of
fueling our economies by
drawing down our natu
ral capital that is to
say by degrading and
depleting our resource
base and counting it
on the income side of
the ledger This obvi
ously is not sustain
able situation over the
long term
am optimistic that this
generation will have the
foresight and the will to
begin the task of forging
sustainable society
urge you to make Earth
Day lifelong pursuit so
that future generations
may enjoy and pass
along the bounties of our
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out Between senior thesis
my classes and my job
am exhausted Plus now
that the weather is getting
nice really dont feel like
doing anything Im really
afraid Im going to blow it
at the end have
pretty
good GPA at this point and
know Ill feel really bad
ifl screw up Help
signed
trying to stay afloat
Dear afloat
It sounds like you have
what call senioritis It
is your last semester You
have worked hard up to
and you feel burnt
out
sometimes equate
being in college with runn
ing marathon with senior
year being the last mile
Seniors often hit the
wall They feel like
theyve run out of energy
to go the final distance
However the finish line is
in sight you just need to
pace yourself to reach it
This might sound cor
ny but you need to be
your own cheerleader Tell
yourself you are going to
make it Break down your
work into small goals and
cheer for yourself after
completing these Remind
yourself of your past sue-
cesses i.e past semesters
when you perhaps didn
think you would ac
complish what needed to
get done and you did
Reward yourself when you
do finish an assignment
Graduation day is
around the bend of this
final mile You can do it
IF YOU HAVE QUES
TION OR CONCERN













The Melting Pot Restaurant
in Chestnut Hill is accepting
appi ication for service staff
bartenders hostesses kitchen
prep and dishwashers Part
time and eve only Please
apply in person between
and flL at 8229 Gennan
town Ave next week Ask for
Matt Jordan or call 215
242-3003
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn up to
$480 weekly assembling
circuit boards/electronic
components at home Ex
perience unnecessary will
train Immediate openings



















THERES THAT SCURrr VAN AGAIN WHY
ISNT IT ROAMING AROUND THE CAMPUS
3-Layp
Tassov er
FREE COUNSELING FOR VICTIMS OF RAPE
FOR WOMEN SUFFERING
Anxiety sNightinares Flashbacks Sleeping Problems
Women who have survived rape may suffer for years after the
trauma Confidential help is available You may be eligible for free
treatment at Medical College of Pennsylvania Call Constance
Dancu Ph.D 215 842-4010
M1 College of Pennsyivani
3300 Henry Avenue
PhiladelphiaPA 19129
THE HORRORS OF DORM FOOD
Nationa Student News Service 1995
National Student News Service 1995
